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DEAR READERS,

I hope you’re doing OK – we’re all thinking
of you through this never-ending crazy time.
It’s been a difficult year all round, but for
teenagers more than anyone.
As always, here at Bridge we’re doing our
best to lighten the load as far as we can by
preparing interesting and fun articles for
you. We look at Easter traditions around
the world, which are a lot weirder and more
interesting than you might think. There’s
a piece on perfumes and how they’re made,
and I’ll just say this gave us our first chance
to use the phrase “whale vomit” in a Bridge
article. We have celebrity trees, great board
games and London Grammar, which is
apparently a band, not a school.
On a more serious note, we sat down (well,
Zoomed) with an addiction expert to find
out the facts on vaping and get beyond
the advertising hype and media scare
stories. We also share the true story behind
the famous Mount Rushmore monument
in the US and learn why it attracts strong
anger and sadness as well as patriotic love.
Turn the page, and dive on in!

Paul Farrington-Douglas
& the Bridge team
P.S. Don’t forget all the online extras! Along
with our US map we’ve got a fun landmarks
quiz and a virtual foodie tour of American
regional cuisines. Why not have fun trying
out some of the dishes with your families?

Printing
JSM PRINT, spol. s r.o.
Publication Date
22. 3. 2021
Next Publication Date
26. 4. 2021

@BridgeEditors
@BridgeFTW
@BridgeCasopis

KEY TO ICONS
CD
TF

LISTENING ON CD
EXTRA MATERIALS
IN THE TEACHERS’ FILE (TF)

2020 MUSIC

In January, we asked you to tell us about your
favourite song or music video from 2020.
We’d like to share two of the most interesting
contributions with you.
The year 2020 brought amazing music and
great music videos. One of my favourites is
definitely “Gotham” by Dax, an independent
rapper. I love how the lyrics are so meaningful
but still sound super cool. Dax sings about
fame, but not only about himself – everyone
deals with these things to a certain extent
nowadays, especially on social media.
The music video uses the DC topic (Batman
vs the Joker) as a metaphor, and at the end of
the song we are told that Gotham is not a place
but a state of mind.
Matěj Janík, Český Těšín

My favourite 2020 song and music video is “Stuck
with U” from Ariana Grande and Justin Bieber.
The name tells you what the song’s about, and
the video was made of clips sent in by young
fans who would have attended prom in 2020, but
who couldn’t because of the quarantine, as well
as people who were stuck inside spending time
with loved ones, and even a few famous people
like Justin Bieber’s wife Hailey and Ariana’s old
friend Elizabeth Gillies. For me it is touching and
stimulating because I feel like I am not alone
when I listen to the song and take in its words.
I also like that the song was a charity single that
raised money for the First Responders Children’s
Foundation, which funded scholarships for
the children of frontline workers whose lives have
been affected by the covid-19 pandemic.
Natálie Pičuginová, Tábor
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Weird Easters

UNUSUAL EASTER TRADITIONS
AROUND THE WORLD
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

G

rowing up, I felt that we had a pretty
normal Easter. It was only after
travelling that I came to realise how
strange some of our traditions must seem
to outsiders.
Easter is the celebration of the death
and resurrection (= return to life) of Jesus
Christ. So we have a rabbit that brings large
chocolate eggs, we hide more chocolate

eggs in the garden for children to hunt
and… and this is the point at which I get
the politely confused looks.
Easter is a treasured Christian celebration,
but the Christian aspects of the festival
are often mixed with older non-Christian
traditions connected to springtime and new
life. This is the case all over the world, giving
us a wide range of unusual Easter traditions.

Eggs from the Sky

Eggs are a common part of Easter, but the exact
traditions vary quite a lot. In France, eggs are not
delivered by the Easter Bunny but by les cloches volantes:
the flying bells. On Good Friday, as a sign of sadness
at the death of Christ, churches do not ring their bells.
Children are told that the bells have flown off to Rome
to be blessed by the Pope. The Pope fills the bells with
eggs (or maybe the bells collect the eggs on the journey
back home – the story differs) and as they fly over
France, they drop the eggs for children to find. These
used to be painted hard-boiled eggs, but (as in the US
and UK) they have been replaced with chocolate ones.

4
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Knocking Eggs

Every Easter, small towns across the state
of Louisiana in the US hold egg-knocking
competitions. Egg knocking involves
two people with boiled eggs. They knock
the tips of the eggs together until one of
them cracks. The champion of the event
is the person whose egg wins the most
fights. People take it rather seriously –
they even breed special chickens and
feed them high‑calcium diets to get
harder eggs. It seems an odd game, but
it’s been popular in many places around
the world: it’s known as egg-tapping
or egg-jarping in England, eiertikken in
the Netherlands and koni-juj in India’s
Assam state, to name just a few.

Carrying the Cross

On Good Friday, many Christian groups in the United States hold
“way of the cross” walks, where they carry a heavy wooden cross
through the streets to represent Christ’s final walk to his crucifixion.
These are a fairly recent tradition in the US – the most famous walk,
which crosses Brooklyn Bridge in New York, is only 25 years old –
but similar traditions can be found in countries around the world.
In Ghana in West Africa, for example, a person dressed as Christ
carries a heavy cross from the church to the graveyard (= cemetery).
Other people play other roles, such as Simon of Cyrene, who helped
Jesus carry the cross. Once the procession (= line of people) reaches
the graveyard, the “Christ” is closed into a coffin to represent his
death, before rising from the coffin to represent the resurrection.

Go Fly a Kite

Hunting for Bunny

Bermuda in the North Atlantic Ocean is a British
Overseas Territory, and it has a lot of traditions
from the UK. At Easter, for example, people eat hot
cross buns – soft, sweet bread rolls decorated with
a cross. But Bermuda has its own traditions, too. On
Good Friday, most families head down to the beach
to fly kites, and the sky fills with kites of all different
colours and sizes. Bermuda kites are usually hexagonal
(= six-sided) and they are handmade from wood and
paper, with bright patterns. The tradition began when
a Sunday School teacher flew a kite to teach his class
about Christ rising up to heaven.

The Easter Bunny (that’s
the egg‑delivering rabbit) is one of
the best-loved icons of Easter, and
Easter-egg hunts, when chocolate eggs
are hidden in the garden for kids to find,
are among the best-loved traditions.
New Zealanders have added their own
tradition: the Great Easter Bunny Hunt.
Here in Europe, we tend to think of
bunnies as cute, but in New Zealand
they cause serious damage to the native
ecosystems, and land owners are
required by law to control them. Since
the 1990s, communities in Central Otago
on the South Island have made Easter
the date for a massive rabbit-hunting
competition. New Zealanders love and
want to protect their country, and they
have a famously dark sense of humour.

Fancy Hats

What do thousands of people marching through
the streets in fancy fashions and absurd hats
have to do with a religious festival? The Easter
parades that take place across the USA began
as simple community walks. After mass on
Easter Sunday, people wearing their finest
clothes would walk from church to church to see
the different Easter flower displays. These walks
gradually grew into parades, the fashions –
especially the hats known as Easter bonnets –
became the focus (= main point of interest),
and they came to represent American success
more than anything to do with religion. They’re
less popular than they used to be, but tens of
thousands of people still take part every year.

Rock ’n’ Roll

What do you think when you look at an egg? Do you think of a cute
little chick? A nice fried egg on toast? Or do you think “Oh, I just
can’t wait to roll it”? The British tradition of rolling eggs down
a hill, known as pace-egging, is hundreds of years old and is still
practised in Scotland and the north of England, though in recent
years the biggest egg-rolling competition (in Preston) has switched
to chocolate eggs. The US has its egg roll, too: a race where kids
push eggs with a spoon in the garden of the White House, with
the president and a person in an Easter Bunny costume watching.
Both traditions probably come from northern Germany, where
children make tracks down the side of a hill, competing to see
whose can make an egg roll farthest. Or roll eggs down a hill and
try to hit each other’s eggs. Or just throw them, if there’s no hill.
BRIDGE / April 2021
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TREE TALES
Let’s hear it for trees! They clean our air, provide
homes for countless (= very many) creatures and
are a crucial part of the earth’s ecosystem. They
can grow to incredible sizes, live thousands of years
and often become part of the folklore of cultures
around the world. In honour of Earth Day, here are
a few of the best-known and well‑loved trees.
Liam Peach (UK)

THE MAJOR OAK

There is no doubt that the Major Oak is a spectacular-looking
tree, but that is not the main reason for its fame. The tree is in
a forest in the county of Nottinghamshire: Sherwood Forest. Does
that name ring any bells (= sound familiar)? Sherwood Forest was
home to the legendary folk hero Robin Hood, and the Major Oak
is said to have been the hideout (= hiding place) where he and
his men slept. Like much about Robin Hood, there’s no actual
evidence for this, but it has entered into folklore all the same.
The tree is certainly old enough, with estimates putting
it between 800 and 1,000 years old. It is Britain’s biggest oak
tree, with a width of 28 metres, and due to its size and old age
its branches have needed to be supported since Victorian
times. The Major Oak is beloved by many people, and it
has been voted Britain’s favourite tree. But why is it called
the Major Oak? It was named after Major Hayman Rooke, an
ex-military man who loved Sherwood Forest and wrote about
the magnificent oak there. Before Rooke, however, the tree
had a rather more unpleasant name. It was known to locals as
the Cockpen Tree because its hollow (= empty inside) trunk was
used as a place to keep fighting cocks.

THE TREASURE OF DRNAVA

Since 2011, the European Tree of the Year contest has chosen
the most popular tree from 16 European countries. Previous
winners have included an almond tree in Hungary, a lime
(= linden) tree in Romania and even an oak tree in the middle of
a football pitch in Estonia. What makes all these trees special
is not their vast size or great age, but what they mean to
the communities around them.
This year, Slovakia has one tree in the competition –
a 400-year-old oak in the village of Drnava. Since the Middle
Ages the village has been known for mining, and later for
its huge ironworks. The oak is situated on an ancient trade
route and today it is one of the stops on the Poklady Drnavy
educational path which retraces the history of mining and the
ironworks in the village.

6
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TREE RECORDS

The Oldest

The Tallest

The tallest living tree in the world is
Hyperion, a coast redwood (sequoia)
discovered in California in 2006. It’s over
115 metres tall – for comparison, Nivy
Tower in Bratislava, the tallest building in
Slovakia, is 111 metres tall.

GENERAL
SHERMAN

No list of famous trees would be
complete without mention of the king
of them all, General Sherman. This giant
sequoia tree, named after a US Civil War
general, is the largest tree in the world
by volume, and probably the best‑known
tree on the planet. It stands in the Giant
Forest in Sequoia National Park in
California and is between 2,300 and
2,700 years old. Although that seems
incredibly old, General Sherman isn’t
especially ancient for a sequoia – these
trees can live well over 3,000 years, and
even as long as 4,000 years. They are
the most massive trees on earth, and
the Giant Forest contains five of the ten
biggest trees still alive today.
It is hard to comprehend
(= understand) just how big General
Sherman is without standing next to it,
but its dimensions can give you an idea:
it is nearly 84 metres tall and measures
over 31 metres around the base of its
trunk. Its largest branch is about two
metres in diameter, which is bigger than
most tree trunks. If it were possible
to weigh the tree, it would be over
6,000 tonnes – that’s about six million
kilograms!

The oldest living tree is the so-called
Methuselah in the White Mountains
of California. It’s a kind of pine, and
its age has been estimated to be over
4,800 years. That means it was already
there when the pyramids in Egypt were
being built! Its exact location is kept
secret to protect the tree.

The Deadliest
The Widest

El Árbol del Tule, a cypress standing in
the church grounds in the town of Santa
María del Tule in Mexico, has the widest
trunk in the world: it measures
42 metres around. It is so large that it
was originally believed to be several
trees growing together.

The manchineel tree, native to Florida,
the Caribbean Islands, Mexico and
Central America, is listed as the world’s
most dangerous tree by the Guinness
World Records. It’s full of toxins – its
apple-like fruit can kill, and its toxic
sap (= liquid inside the tree) can burn
the skin. Even just standing under
the tree in rain can damage your skin as
raindrops mixed with the sap fall on it.

PHOTO COMPETITION

SHOOT A TREE!

Have you come across an
interesting or special tree?
Take a picture of it and write
2–4 sentences about it. Send your
high-resolution photo and text to
competition@bridge-online.cz,
subject “Tree”, by June 30th.
Don’t forget to include your name
and postal address. The best photos
will be published in Bridge in the next
school year and their authors will
each win a small prize.

BRIDGE / April 2021
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STOPPING
TO SMELL
THE FLOWERS
THE SECRETS OF
THE PERFUMERS

When we say spring is in the air,
it usually means that the season
is changing – but it can also refer
to the soft floral scents floating
on those spring breezes. April
showers bring May flowers•,
and those May flowers bring us
the sweet smells that perfumers
capture so we can sniff them all
year round.

Lennie Bellew (USA)

MAKING SCENTS

Perfumes not only make you smell nice,
they can have a positive effect on your
mind. Smell is the sense most connected
to memory, and it links to the emotional
regions of the brain more directly than
other senses. It’s no surprise that we
value fragrances. But how do we capture
a fragrance?
The process of creating many perfumes
starts by extracting scented oils from

8
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natural ingredients. Some of these
oils come from plants, flowers, fruits
and different types of wood. To get
the scent from the plant materials
you can steep them (= put them in
liquid for some time) in strong alcohol,
or press them into fats. Materials
can also be boiled in water, distilled
(= heated until they change to a gas
and then cooled so that they change
back into a liquid), or simply pressed
to squeeze out the oils. All these are ancient
methods that are still used today. There
are usually several steps to get to the final
ingredients.
Other traditional perfume ingredients
include animal products, which are used to
give perfumes staying power and help them
to keep their smell longer. Castoreum, for
example, is used by beavers to mark their
territories, musk comes from male deer,
and ambergris is from sperm whales.
The highest-quality perfumes still use
natural ingredients, but most modern
perfume manufacturing also uses synthetic
chemicals, especially for scents that are not
natural or to replace the most expensive
ingredients such as castoreum.

THE NOSE KNOWS

Obtaining the oils and other ingredients
is just the start: the right combination
of scents needs to be blended (= mixed)
together. Formulas (= recipes) for perfumes
are created by masters in the perfume
industry, usually called “noses”. These people
are perfume artists who work with smells
the way a painter uses paint – to create
moods or emotions through their fragrances.
The final perfume, possibly containing
dozens of ingredients, may then be aged
for months or even years after blending.
This aging process gives the ingredients
more time to really mix together. Perfumes
usually finish with two main parts: a top
note that holds the scent, and a base note,
which is a heavier, slower-release scent
(= you can smell it after the top note fades).

LANGUAGE POINT•

“April showers bring May flowers” is an English
proverb. Literally, it means that a rainy April is
followed by May, when flowers bloom thanks to
the water provided by the rain. It can also mean
that a period of discomfort can lead to a period of
happiness.

THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF
PERFUMES
People traditionally dab (= apply) perfume on
their wrists and neck, and behind their ears.
That’s not to attract vampires: these are
places where blood runs close to the surface.
The warmth of the blood makes the scent
molecules spread through the air better.
The iconic Chanel No. 5 contains oils of
several flowers, most importantly the May
rose. It takes 400kg of roses – around
140,000 flowers – to make just 400g of
the oil. This is why most perfumes don’t use
real roses.

If you’re very rich, your perfume might
contain whale vomit! Ambergris forms in
sperm whales, and smells like... well, like
something from inside a sperm whale.
After a few years floating around in
the sea, though, it gets “a sweet, earthy
scent”. Most perfumes today use cheaper
artificial ingredients.

A loss of smell, or anosmia, can be caused
by many things, from a common cold to
brain damage. For many people it is one
of the symptoms of covid-19. In the UK,
statisticians found that when covid infection
rates went up, so did the number of negative
reviews for scented candles on Amazon!

SMELL GLOSSARY
What makes a desirable perfume? In
the US, woody and floral scents sell best.
In the Middle East, people love the rich
perfume of oud, a tree resin (= sticky
substance). Strong perfumes are considered
antisocial in Japan and Korea, so delicate
scents are preferred. Russians favour luxury,
and the British increasingly like unisex
perfumes.

If you’re tired of wood, flowers and whale
vomit, you could try Garage by Comme des
Garcons (“A very romantic fragrance […] of
aldehydes, kerosene, leather and plastic”),
Fargginay Bacon (which, yes, smells of
bacon) or Red+MA (a perfume created by
the French “nose” Antoine Lie to smell of
blood and milk).

SMELL IDIOMS

Can you match the following idioms related to smell with their meanings?
1 to stop and smell the roses/
flowers
2 to stink to high heaven
3 to come out smelling like a rose

A to discover a weakness in an opponent
B to pause and enjoy the moment
C to realize that someone is being dishonest

4 to smell a rat

D to realize the bad truth about a situation
that you thought was OK

5 to smell blood

E to seem suspicious

6 to smell fishy

F to smell really bad

7 to wake up and smell the coffee

G to survive a scandal with an improved image

S

Solutions in the TF and next
month on the Bridge website

smell – (n.) something you notice by
using your nose
(v.) to detect a smell (“I smell something
burning.”); to have a smell (“The rose
smells beautiful.”)
Note: A smell can be pleasant or
unpleasant. However, if there’s no
adjective or adverb (“This smells”,
“What’s that smell?”), it usually means
something unpleasant.
scent [pronounced “sent”] –
(n.) a pleasant natural smell; a perfume
(v.) to detect a smell (most often used
of hunting animals: “The dog scented
the air.”); to give a smell to something
(usually used in the passive: “The air was
scented with woodsmoke.”)
sniff – (v.) to deliberately take air in
through your nose, usually to smell
something (“He sniffed his T-shirt and
decided it needed washing.”)
stink – (n.) a very unpleasant smell
(v) to have such a smell (“Yuck!
The garbage stinks.”)
fragrance – a sweet or pleasant smell;
a perfume

BRIDGE / April 2021
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B2 ISSUE

NICOTINE

MACHINE
THE TRUTH
ABOUT
VAPING

Is vaping a trendy and safe alternative to smoking,
or a dangerous attack on public health from
the same companies that brought us lung cancer,
heart disease and birth defects*?
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

S

moking is one of the worst lifestyle
choices you can make: about
half of all smokers will die from
smoking, and of these, about half
will die before or around the age of 50. Not
to mention that a smoker’s life is affected
in other ways, such as damaged eyesight,
reduced lung capacity and empty pockets.
The main addictive ingredient in
cigarette smoke is nicotine. Cigarette smoke
also contains hundreds of other harmful
chemicals, many of them added to increase
the mood-altering effects of the nicotine. Like
all smoke (including smoke from wood fires),
it also contains small particles* that destroy
the lungs and cause illness and death.

A Lesser Evil

An e-cigarette works by using
a battery‑powered heater called an
atomizer to change a liquid into a vapour*.
The vapour usually contains nicotine,
flavours and some other, mostly harmless,
chemicals. The vapour does not contain
the hundreds of additives* that are in
cigarette smoke, nor does it contain
the lung-destroying smoke particles. That’s
why vaping is less dangerous than smoking.
However, that does not mean vaping is
harmless. Most vape “juices” are roughly
equal to cigarettes in nicotine delivery per
minute, and this nicotine is very harmful
and highly addictive. As Jasmine Khouja,
a vaping expert with the Tobacco and
Alcohol Research Group at the University
of Bristol, in the UK, put it to me, “Anyone
who’s using e-cigarettes that isn’t using
them to quit smoking is at high risk.”

Early ads of the American company Juul had
the look of teen magazines.

E-CIGARETTE ENDS

Unlike cigarettes, e-cigarettes do not
create rubbish each time you use them.
However, e-cigarettes, the batteries
that power them, and the cartridges
that hold the vape juice are all
hazardous* waste. They cannot be
thrown into normal rubbish without
proper processing. Littering with
e-cigarette waste is very harmful to
the environment. Leftover nicotine in
used vape cartridges can also poison
animals, plants and even children who
find and play with them – as little as
a teaspoon of liquid nicotine is enough
to kill a three-year-old child.

FAKE CONTROVERSY

These are all headlines from major
newspapers and TV news channels.
The media often present vaping
as something controversial where
experts are in strong disagreement.
This is not true. Almost all public
health and addiction experts are
in agreement: smokers who can’t
give up cigarettes should vape, and
non‑smokers should never vape.
So why is there a controversy at all?
This is mostly because controversies sell
newspapers (or get clicks in the online
media). Topics such as health and
science are often difficult for ordinary
people to understand, and most of us
just don’t really care. When there’s
a nice controversy with two opposing
sides, though, we are much more interested.
Unfortunately, this means that the media
have a very strong reason to give us
controversy even when none exists, even if
it means they must use unreliable “experts”
to give “the other side” of the argument. It’s
a very dangerous trend that poisons many
public debates on science and health issues,
from climate science to vaccination.

The Appeal for Non-Smokers
There is nearly complete agreement
that vaping is far less dangerous than
smoking. However, there’s a growing worry
about non‑smokers being attracted to
vaping, possibly even more than smokers.
Cigarette smokers who want to quit
often complain that vaping doesn’t offer
the same experience. To non-smokers,
that can actually increase the appeal of
vaping. “There are a lot of different things
about vaping that are attractive to young
people,” explains Khouja. “The flavours,
the technology, the tricks you can
do with vaping.”
This creates an opportunity to market
vaping directly to young non-smokers.
Doing so would be highly unethical and
even illegal, but Khouja warns that it could
happen anyway: “The tobacco industry
is buying out what were independent
e-cigarette companies. I wouldn’t trust
the tobacco industry.”

Targeting Teens

Naturally, the tobacco giants claim that
their interest in vaping is to save lives by
helping people to quit smoking. But do their
actions fit their words?
In 2018, the owner of the Marlboro
brand, Altria, bought a 35% share of
the American company Juul for $12.8 billion.
Juul is the biggest e-cigarette brand in
the US, and its main users seem to be
young people, not older adults trying
to quit smoking. Although Juul denies
targeting young non-smokers, its earliest
campaigns had the look of teen magazines.

The brand ran social media campaigns
showing teenagers dancing and flirting.
The company’s original slogan, “Smoking
Evolved”, appealed to the desire to be cool
and up-to-date. Juul even bought ad space
on the Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon and
Nick, Jr websites, which are home to kids’
TV shows like SpongeBob SquarePants and
Adventure Time.

A Hidden Danger

And that is not where the story ends. Just as
chemicals are added to cigarettes, chemicals
can be added to vape juice. In the US, a vape
juice sold as containing THC (the active
ingredient in marijuana) caused several
deaths because it contained toxic additives.
So far, such harmful additives have
usually been found in black-market
vape juices, where they were probably
used because they were cheaper than
safe alternatives. Potentially, however,
a manufacturer could add other chemicals
to increase the effects of the nicotine or
to make the product more addictive – just
as the tobacco giants did with cigarettes. If
the future of vaping belongs to predators
like Juul, there’s a lot of reason to worry.

GLOSSARY*

birth defect [bɜːθ ˈdiːfekt] – when something is
wrong with a newborn baby
particle [ˈpɑːtɪkl] – an extremely small piece
vapour [ˈveɪpə(r)] – a mass of tiny drops of liquid
in the air
additive [ˈædətɪv] – a substance added to sth
hazardous [ˈhæzədəs] – dangerous
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B1–B2 MATURITA

CD

Tracks
2, 3

SPEAKING
PART 1

Effective Comparing

How to compare the pictures in an interesting way? Instead of naming one difference after another, try to describe
the photos as complexly as you can. In order to do that, you need to be able to rely on your English. Here are the absolute
basics you need to master in order to deliver an excellent response.

We never use “comparing to”. Your main options are:

• in comparison to/with
• compared to/with
The man in the first photo is old comparing to the boy in the second one, but he
seems young comparing to the couple in the third photo.

 Describe the pictures. What does each

one show?

 What are the differences between

The man in the first photo is old in comparison to the boy in the second one, but
he seems young compared to the couple in the third photo.
Be clear if you are talking about the picture or the subject of the picture:
Compared to the first picture, the people in the second one look happier.
Compared to the people in the first picture, those in the second one look happy.
We do not usually mix “in comparison to” and “compared to” with comparatives.
The man in the first photo is older in comparison to the boy in the second one,
but younger compared to the couple in the third photo.
The man in the first photo is old in comparison to the boy in the second one, but
young compared to the couple in the third photo.
A comparative is the form of an adjective or adverb that is used for comparing.
For example, the comparative of "good" is "better". The superlative of the same word
is “best”.

Remember that “compared to” and “in comparison with” are
not your best tools for comparisons! Get used to using:
• CONJUNCTIONS such as but, however, whereas, while:
“This picture shows… while in this picture we can see…”
“Whereas the people in this picture are…, the ones here are…”
• ADVERBS such as similarly and equally:
“The people in these pictures are similarly dressed…”
• ADJECTIVES such as alike, unalike, similar, dissimilar:
“They are alike in that they both show…”
And, of course, you can always use comparatives and
superlatives.
• The house in the first picture is newer than any building
in the other two photos. The buildings in the last picture,
however, look prettier and they would make the nicest
place to live.
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the pictures?

 What do you think are the best ways to

stay healthy?

 What do you personally do to keep fit?

TASK 1
CD

Tracks
2, 3

Use the April Speaking Card to
simulate the speaking part of the
exam. Listen to tracks 2 or 3 to hear
a B1/B2 simulation of Part 1.

TASK 2

Try to create a short speech that
would compare the three photos,
using the tips from this page. Go to
www.bridge-online.sk and take a look
at the sheet with the script of the
recording. How would you improve the
simulation? What English expressions
would you add and where?

T H E
E R
P U Z Z L

B1-B2 PUZZLES

CD

Track 19

What Links...?
What great English literary figure
connects these things, and why?

A CHIC
NERD’S
ELKS

RICHARD

RICH’S
CLEAN
DESK

Thesaurus Disaster

LIC

EN

CED

SHARKS

R

LDE

E
AN
CH

ILE’S

S
ICK

H
’S C

CK
RED SNA

Ben wrote his CV in English, but he was worried that his English was
too simple so he decided to use an online thesaurus to find more
exciting vocabulary. He searched for and replaced his own words one
at a time – but unfortunately, he didn’t know most of the words he
chose, and the result is impossible to understand. Use a thesaurus
yourself to try and “decode” his profile (all the correct
words can be found using
www.thesaurus.com). You don’t
have to change the words that
THE MORAL
are not in bold.
A broad vocabulary
is a wonderful
I am elastic, solid and own
thing,
sterling period‑observance
but synonyms
adroitnesses. I am a rhapsodic,
only work in
guilty and tough‑functional
the correct
mortal. My avocations interject
contexts!
play, coliseum and profession.
I am gawking for a métier where
I can be chunk of a squad but
in the TF and next
S Solutions
withal be ingenious.
month on the Bridge website

STRANGE WORLD
Look at the picture and decide which you think is the correct
caption.

1 Amber looks like crystal but is actually fossilized tree sap (= liquid
inside plants). Viewed under a powerful microscope, individual
cells are clearly visible. Each one is roughly 0.03mm across.
The difference from crystalline structures is immediately obvious.
2 Photographer Mark Cunningham’s work looks for unexpected
visual similarities between the natural world and man-made
substances. This image is not fire or lava, but a vat (= industrial
cooking pot) of caramel popcorn at the Orville Redenbacher
factory in Marion, Ohio.
3 A new solar telescope has produced the highest resolution image
of the sun’s surface ever taken. The image shows a pattern of
“boiling” gas that covers the entire sun. The cell-like structures are
each about the size of Texas.
4 People have been melting sand into glass for almost 6,000 years,
but it is normally only possible in a closed kiln (= oven) with
a temperature of 1,700°C. In 2020, for the first time, cameras
caught the moment that the solid sand turns into glass.

S

Solution on the CD, in the TF and
next month on the Bridge website
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Water in the desert? In the middle of
Utah’s huge, flat deserts is a salt lake
that covers almost 4,500km2. What’s
it doing there? Scan the QR code or go
to youtu.be/csP5KtR72nU to learn more.

While England is famous for drinking
tea, the US has more of a coffee culture.
Americans drink around 400 million cups of
coffee per day and most have it with some
kind of milk or cream. The largest (but not
necessarily the best) US coffee company
is Starbucks, which started in the city of
Seattle in 1971. The first Starbucks store is
still open at Pike Place Market, the oldest
farmers’ market in the United States.

The First Starbucks

Seattle

New York

Boston

Washington, DC

New York City is in New York State, which
is why people call it “the city so good,
they named it twice”. New York has many
nicknames, including NYC, “the city that
never sleeps” and the Big Apple. It has
the largest population (more than 8 million
people) and is the most expensive city
(the average rent is around $3,000 per
month) in the US. The Statue of Liberty sits
on an island in the river between New York
City and the neighboring state of New Jersey.

New York, New York

Mount
Rushmore

A sculpture of a Sioux leader, Crazy
Horse, is being carved near to the Mount
Rushmore presidents. Work began there
more than 70 years ago. To see it and
learn more, scan the QR code or go to
youtu.be/zLFB1Ic1PMk.

The faces of four US presidents — George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Theodore
Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln — are carved
into the Black Hills of South Dakota. This site
has become an unintended symbol of conflict
between the US government and the Native
Americans. The region belonged to the Sioux
nation but was taken by the US government
in 1877. The Sioux have always said this was
illegal. In 1980, the Supreme Court decided
that the Sioux were right, but only a very
small part of the land has been returned.

Mount Rushmore

There are more than 5,000 colleges and
universities in the US, and 45 of them are
in Boston. This is the home of Harvard,
the most famous US university. Both Mark
Zuckerberg of Facebook and Bill Gates
of Microsoft went to Harvard, but both
men left without graduating. Boston also
has an excellent technical university,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), and a famous music school called
the Berklee College of Music.

The City of Universities

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The US is famous for its big cities, but
there are also many landmarks that
show the country’s natural beauty.
Do you recognize any of these famous
US sights? Do you know their names
or where you can find them? See what you can
remember about each one, then scan the QR code
or go to tinyurl.com/NaturalBeautyUS to check
your answers and learn more.

TASK: NATURAL BEAUTY

People around the world also know the US
through movies and television. Hollywood
is not a city itself, but a neighborhood of
Los Angeles. LA is the second-largest US
city with around four million people. Some
of the most famous tourist landmarks are
the large Hollywood sign and the Walk of
Fame, where famous names are written in
stars on the sidewalk. However, you’re not
very likely to see many celebrities walking
on the streets because people in LA drive
everywhere.

The Home
of Movie Magic

America has a huge range of cuisines
from all over the world, some of which
have adapted to local tastes and
ingredients. We’ve tried to give you an
introduction. Scan the QR code or go to
bit.ly/USACuisine.

EAT YOUR WAY AROUND THE STATES!

1

2

Many US states come in strange shapes with
borders along mountains or rivers, but there is
one place where four US states meet in straight
lines. Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and
Utah meet in four corners where visitors can
put their feet and hands in each of the four
states at the same time. This landmark is
managed by the Navajo Nation, who have
the largest US reservation – an independent
area that is home to Indigenous people.

The Four Corners

Los Angeles

3

4

Nashville, Tennessee is the center of country
music in the United States. Tourists can visit
the Country Music Hall of Fame and see
a country music concert at the Grand Ole
Opry (whose name is a sort of joking way to
say “grand old opera” in an informal southern
accent). The state of Tennessee also has two
other attractions all about famous musicians:
Dollywood for country singer Dolly Parton and
Graceland, the former home of Elvis Presley.

The Country Music
Capital

Nashville

5

6

The US capital of Washington, DC is
named after the first US president, George
Washington. Washington, DC is not part of
any state, but is its own independent area
called the District of Columbia (DC). People in
the east often call this city Washington while
people in the west are more likely to call it DC
because there is also a Washington State in
the northwest. Washington, DC is where you’ll
find all three houses of government: the White
House (president), the Supreme Court Building
(judges) and the US Capitol (congress).

The Meaning of DC

B1–B2 MUSIC

TF

Activities

BURNING OUT,
THEN SHINING BRIGHT
LONDON GRAMMAR

No, it’s not an English language
school in the UK. London
Grammar is an indie-pop band
that became an international
success with their first album in
2013 – and then flamed out* only
a year later. Now they’re back,
and this time they’re in control.
The band has three members, singer Hannah
Reid, guitarist Dan Rothman and keyboardist
and drummer Dot Major. They formed in
2009 after meeting at Nottingham University.
Hannah and Dan started jamming* together
first, and later they met Dot when they saw
him playing the djembe*. They started playing
gigs at pubs, got spotted by a record company
and signed a record deal.
Dan and Dot suggested that Hannah
should buy herself something really special
to celebrate – and she spent £2.99 on
500 gems (game currency) for the mobile
phone game Clash of Clans. Perhaps this
low-key* celebration showed that she
didn’t expect any big success to come
from the record deal. If so, she was wrong.
The band’s first album, If You Wait, went to
number two in the UK and charted around
the world. The group also won an Ivor
Novello award, a very prestigious award for
songwriting. They made TV appearances
and toured constantly. As Dan described it,
the sudden success felt like “a whirlwind*”.
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But soon the whirlwind turned into
a storm. All of the band members became
exhausted and began to burn out from stress.
As Dan says, “It all went a bit mental*.” He and
Dot started drinking “far too heavily’’, but it
was Hannah who suffered the worst effects.
She began to experience major stage fright*.
She would even vomit before performing.
She also suffered muscle pain in her neck
and throat, and developed liver problems.
It all came to a head* one day in July 2014
when she didn’t turn up at the airport for
a flight. They had been due to fly to Australia
for a performance, but Hannah was so
exhausted she couldn’t get out of bed. She
called Dan and sobbed* down the phone. They
cancelled their plans and took a long break to
recover. Hannah said the worst thing about
this period was disappointing their fans.
It wasn’t until 2017 that the band
recorded their second album, Truth Is
Beautiful, and they did not return to their
intense rock ’n’ roll lifestyle. They decided
to reduce their workload and have more
rest time. They now take a day off for every
two days they perform. Hannah said it made
a “huge difference’’ to her stage fright.

GLOSSARY*

to flame out – to fail dramatically and suddenly
to jam – to play music with other people without
planning it or practising together
djembe – an African drum played with the hands
low-key – not extreme

One thing that helped
them through their earlier
difficulties was their
friendship.
One thing that helped them through their
earlier difficulties was their friendship. As
Dan says: ‘’We love each other very much.’’
They even make sure to have a group hug
before every performance. Hannah says:
“I wouldn’t do a gig without one.”
London Grammar’s third album,
Californian Soil, is coming out in April.
“This record is about gaining possession of
my own life,” says Hannah. “You imagine
success will be amazing. Then you see
it from the inside and ask ‘Why am I not
controlling this thing?’” If the masterful title
track (released as a single late last year) is
any sign, she’s back in control now.
Jackie Fox (NZ)

whirlwind – a very powerful wind; also something
that happens quickly and unexpectedly
mental – crazy
stage fright – being nervous before performing
to come to a head – to reach a crisis
to sob – to cry

COOLIOSITIES
B1 NEWS

CD

Tracks
17–18

TF

Activities

COOL AND CURIOUS FINDS
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

E GAJD TU
YNGLEND

STUDYING
TOGETHER

Where would you find the towns of
Hejstynz, Istbon and Saufend-on-Sji?
They are all on a 1960s map preparing for
a Soviet invasion of the UK! The map was
designed so that Polish soldiers would be
able to pronounce English place names,
which often have confusing spellings.
Hejstynz, Istbon and Saufend‑on-Sji
are Hastings, Eastbourne and
Southend‑on‑Sea. Can you guess what
Douwe, Czelmsfed and Koulczyste are?

You’re never alone with a “gongbang”.
After a year of home study, many
students have been missing
the classroom, and a new online trend
has developed in response. Gongbang
is a short form of gongbu bangsong,
which means “study broadcast” in
Korean. Students settle in for long study
sessions and livestream it. Originally it
was something demanded by over-strict
parents, who wanted to make sure their
kids weren’t just gaming in their room,
but other students found the streams
and began playing them when they were
doing their own homework. It’s become
quite a big thing. It turns out that many
people find they study better when they
have company, even if it’s just the quiet
company of someone totally focused1 on
their work. Maybe you could give it a try?

A DECADE
OF LARRY
THE CAT

Number 10 Downing Street is the official
home of two of the UK’s most important
people: the prime minister, who lives
there with his or her family, and a cat
officially known as “chief mouser
to the cabinet office of the United
Kingdom”. The current holder of the job,
Larry, was rescued from a homeless life
on the streets and accepted the position
of chief mouser in 2011. This means he’s
already on his third prime minister. He
attended the wedding of Prince William
and Kate Middleton (wearing a Union
Jack bow tie2), met President Obama
and fell asleep under President Trump’s
car. When prime minister Theresa
May was preparing to announce her
resignation3, police had to remove Larry
from the scene because the media were
more interested in him than the PM.
The scandal led to public petitions
asking for Larry to take over running
the country. Sadly, this was unsuccessful.

STARTING YOUNG

An American toddler4, Luca Yupanqui, is
the world’s youngest pop star. She has
music in her genes: both her parents
are musicians. Even so, Luca is getting
started surprisingly early: she recorded
the “vocals” for the new album before
she was even born! Her parents recorded
Luca by connecting electrodes to her
mother’s belly and changing the signals
into sound using computers. Luca’s record
label, Sacred Bones Records, describes it
as “the first album created by a person
while they were still inside the womb5,
the expression of a soul that hasn’t yet
seen the light of day nor taken a single
breath of air”.

VOCABULARY
Does the recording live up to
the hype? Well, make up your own
mind after listening to part of it by
scanning the QR code or going to
youtu.be/90g9Vqvx3yg.

1 focused [ ˈfəʊkəst] – sústredený
2 bow tie [ˌbəʊ ˈtaɪ] – motýlik
3 resignation [ ˌrezɪɡˈneɪʃn] – odstúpenie,
rezignácia
4 toddler [ˈtɒdlə(r)] – batoľa
5 womb [wuːm] – maternica
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B1–B2 TV/FILM

TF

Activities

WHERE IS
MY HOME?
EXPLORING THE WORLD
ON‑SCREEN

Home is an interesting idea. There are all kinds of famous
quotes about how to define a home: “Home is where the heart
is” according to a Roman philosopher. “Home is the place
where, when you have to go there, they have to take you in,”
said the poet Robert Frost. “There’s no place like home” was
a famous line in The Wizard of Oz. For some people, home is
the place where they grew up and plan to live for the rest of
their lives. For others, home is a more flexible concept.
Auburn Scallon (USA)
There are plenty of factors that can
complicate how someone thinks about
home. For example, the children of
international diplomats or military families
may change homes and even countries quite
frequently; when they are asked where
they are from, it’s common for people in
these situations to say that they “grew
up all over” (short for “all over the place”,
meaning in lots of places). For others,
a career in international business, charity
work or the travel industry may require
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frequent moves and constant business
trips, and many business travelers say that
hotel rooms start to feel like a second home.
People’s ideas of home can also change over
time. After moving to a new location, some
newcomers feel more and more at home
over time, while others maintain (= keep)
a strong connection to the home they left
behind. For many immigrant families, it can
be a mix of both feelings.
My own idea of home has changed
a lot over the years. At the last count,

the places I’ve called home included eight
different countries, 12 cities and more
than 35 addresses. Through that process,
I’ve learned to be much less attached to
spaces and furniture, but far more attached
to the sentimental touches• that make
a place feel like home. For every move,
I pack photos of my family, a French press
(= a glass container with a filter for making
coffee) and a favorite fork. These can make
anywhere – preferably with a strong Wi-Fi
signal – feel like home.
However, like many people around
the world, my idea of home has changed
once again in the past year. Home is
now the place I sleep, work and spend
most of my time. These days, I would say
I feel most at home in front of a screen,
streaming shows and films to pass the time.
Luckily, there is plenty of entertainment
to provide glimpses of the world beyond
the surrounding walls. Stories of travel,
moving around and different ideas of
home can take us across the world or even
into the stars.

The Wilds

The nine teenage girls in The Wilds
had no plans to move to a new home.
However, when their plane crashes
somewhere in the middle of an ocean,
they have to find a way to survive, and
no one knows for how long. These young
women from different schools, cultures
and backgrounds have to trust each
other and work together. Mysterious
things keep happening in this thriller as
they get to know more about each other.

For All Mankind

Ted Lasso

The Flight Attendant

In this murder-mystery series, a woman
in New York named Cassie (Kaley Cuoco
from The Big Bang Theory) is a flight
attendant with a drinking problem.
She finds herself connected to a brutal
murder in Thailand, but because she was
so drunk, she doesn’t remember anything
about what happened. Finding a safe
place to call home while she figures
everything out becomes more and more
difficult throughout the series.

The show most often recommended to
me for light-hearted laughs in the past
year has been Ted Lasso. In this series, an
American football coach is hired to move
across the world to the UK and manage
a soccer team – something he has zero
experience doing. The episodes mix bits
of comedy and language differences with
lots of optimism and surprises. You don’t
need to be a sports fan to appreciate
this one.

Stanley Tucci:
Searching for Italy

Little Fires
Everywhere
Nomadland

In the film Nomadland, an older woman
named Fern decides to turn her van
into her home after an economic crisis
destroys all of the jobs in her town. She
moves from city to city, working seasonal
jobs and meeting interesting people along
the way. This quiet story of nomadic life
across the United States, based on a book
and real-life events, won top awards
at both the Venice Film Festival and
the Toronto International Film Festival.

One of the challenges of life as an
astronaut is being away from home for
months (or even years) at a time. For
All Mankind tells an alternate history
of the “space race” between the US
and the then Soviet Union, when both
countries competed to be the first to
send someone to the moon in the 1960s
and ’70s. This fictional story imagines
how the race might have changed
depending on who got there first and
what happened next.

One person’s perfect home doesn’t
always work for others, and that’s
certainly true in this dramatic series. An
artist and her daughter have spent years
moving from place to place, living on
very little money. They decide to make
a new, more stable home in the town
of Shaker Heights, Ohio, where they
develop a relationship with a local family.
Shaker Heights is a picture‑perfect small
town with beautiful neighborhoods and
good schools, but we soon come to see
that some people feel at home there
while others feel like they definitely
don’t belong.

Anyone missing the food and sights
of an international holiday will enjoy
Stanley Tucci: Searching for Italy. Tucci
is an Italian‑American actor (famous for
the Hunger Games films, Julie & Julia and
The Devil Wears Prada) who grew up in
New York and spent time in Florence, Italy
as a child. In this series, he goes back to
the home of his ancestors, traveling and
eating his way across the country.

LANGUAGE POINT•

A touch of something means enough to add
a distinct flavor, character or atmosphere. It
is often used to describe elements of design
or personalization. Examples: Winter flowers
add a welcome touch of color to the garden.
Family photos add a personal touch to the office
atmosphere.

BRE X AME

traveller, travelling (BrE) x traveler, traveling (AmE)
cafetière (BrE) x French press (AmE)
neighbourhood (BrE) x neighborhood (AmE)
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B1–B2 ENTERTAINMENT

TF

Activities

BORED?
TRY A BOARD
G A M
E
Ryan Lereve (USA)

H

umans have been playing board games for many
thousands of years. The earliest evidence of board
games comes from 5000BCE, and the Royal Game of Ur
from Iraq has been played since at least 3000BCE – and
is still played today! Ancient board games were often modeled on
calendars and star charts1, and some of them were designed to
be educational. For example, the game of snakes and ladders was
actually a tool for adults to teach good morals to children.
Board games have evolved over the years, and today there is
a huge variety to choose from. From simple chance-based games,
to complex strategy games, to language games and more, there is
a board game out there for everyone. Here are just five interesting
examples to turn a boring afternoon at home into a fun adventure.

CODENAMES

How good is your English vocabulary? Don’t worry about your
grammar: for Codenames, all that matters is how many words you
know and how well you can link them together. The players form
two teams of spies, each trying to guess their team’s code words
from a grid2 of word cards, without choosing the other team’s
cards (and giving them points). The Spymaster of each team must
give one-word clues to their teammates, but they can’t use any
of the words on the grid to do so. Oh, and there’s one word which
must not be said by anyone, or they lose the game.
Codenames makes you think about words in a different
way. Can you think of a word that would make your teammates
choose “doctor” and “patient”, but not “vet”? If you’re not
confident enough to play in English, Codenames is also available
in many other languages, including Slovak.
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WINGSPAN

Sometimes you don’t want to fight for your life. Sometimes you
just want to relax and build something beautiful. In Wingspan,
the players are all bird lovers who want to attract the best birds
to their wildlife preserve3. You have four rounds of play to build
the best preserve by gathering food, laying eggs and attracting
birds that have their own effects on the game. There are a lot of
choices to make, and every game is different.
Wingspan has won many awards, not only for its gameplay,
but for its artwork. Every single bird card has a unique and
beautiful illustration, and all of the game materials are
beautifully designed. There’s even a cardboard bird feeder you
build at the start which rolls your dice• for you.

THE QUANTUMGAME

Engineer H. Peter Aleff liked the idea of chess, but there was
one problem: it was too predictable4. The best chess players
memorize patterns and strategies that are the same every time.
But what if it was random5? The Quantumgame’s board is a grid
of little cups, and the game pieces• are weighted so that they
fall the same way up every time. At the start of the game, each
player throws their pieces on the board, giving it a random start.
During the course of play, the pieces are turned over to reveal
symbols on the other side. The different symbols mean different
rules for movement, like in chess. Every move a player makes
can change the board completely, so there’s no planning ahead –
each player has to think on their feet* and make decisions on
the spot*. It’s a complex game which never gets old.
The creators of the Quantumgame produce the game’s board
and pieces themselves. You can’t buy it in stores, but you can
order it from their website at gamepuzzles.com.

PANDEMIC

Imagine a world where a deadly disease threatens6 the entire
human race. What a crazy idea, right? Right.
In Pandemic, there are not one, but four diseases in different
parts of the world, and all the players must work together to
stop them. Diseases can spread from city to city and even to
new continents, carried by travelers. Unlike in most traditional
board games where the players are competing with each other
to win, Pandemic is totally cooperative. Each player has a
specific expert role, and everyone has to work together, racing
to contain7 each disease and find a cure for it before it’s too late.
It’s not player versus player, it’s humanity versus disease. The
good news is it’s only a game, and if the players fail, they can
always start over and try again. Pandemic is one of the most
popular and highest-rated board games of all time.

PLAYING WITHOUT A BOARD

Although these games are all traditionally played at a table with
friends, modern technology makes it possible to play with people
who are far away. Many board games these days also come with
digital versions, including Codenames (which can be played for
free online), Root, Pandemic and Wingspan. In addition, there
are many games available to play for free or via subscription
at tabletopia.com, and using the PC game Tabletop Simulator,
almost any game can be played in a virtual 3D space.

ROOT

War games are usually dark and brutal, but Root is simply
adorable. Each player controls a different faction8 of woodland
creatures, each with its own goals and its own way to win the
game. The cats control most of the map and are trying to build
an empire. The hawks are invading the forest and trying to take
over9. The alliance of small creatures is secretly planning a
rebellion, and can pop up10 and take over at any time. And the
vagabond11, a lonely raccoon12, doesn’t care about who controls
the map – it just explores the world on its own secret quest.
The game may be cute, but it’s also complex and sometimes
violent. These woodland creatures are fighting a war, after all.
Because each player’s faction has a totally different goal and
different way of playing, it’s really like four games all connected
to each other. It never gets boring.

VOCABULARY

1 star chart [tʃɑːt] – mapa hviezdnej
oblohy
2 grid – mriežka
3 preserve [ prɪˈzɜːv] – chránená
oblasť, rezervácia
4 predictable [prɪˈdɪktəbl] –
predvídateľný
5 random [ˈrændəm] – náhodný
6 to threaten [ ˈθretn] – ohrozovať
7 to contain [ kənˈteɪn] – zabrániť
šíreniu
8 faction [ ˈfækʃn] – frakcia
9 to take over – ovládnuť, zabrať
10 to pop up – objaviť sa (nečakane)
11 vagabond [ˈvæɡəbɒnd] – tulák
12 raccoon [rəˈkuːn] – medvedík
čistotný

GLOSSARY*

to think on one’s feet – to make plans
and decisions while actively doing
something
on the spot – immediately, without
delay

LANGUAGE POINTS•

• Originally, the singular form was
die, the plural dice (one die, two
dice). Today, both die and dice are
acceptable as the singular form;
the plural is always dice.
• The tokens representing a player
or a playable character on a game
board are commonly called pieces
(chess pieces, etc.). In specific games,
they may also have other names
(e.g. chessmen).
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B2 HISTORY

THE MOST HATED

MONUMENT?
WHY MOUNT RUSHMORE
DIVIDES AMERICANS

Mount Rushmore, with its four
presidential faces, is one of
the most famous and best‑loved
landmarks in the US. Best
loved? Well, not by all. To Native
Americans of the Sioux Nation,
it is a hated insult. What is
the story?
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

This Land Is Your Land

Mount Rushmore is in the Black Hills, an
area that is sacred1 to the Sioux [suː] nation.
The Black Hills belong to the US, but once
they belonged to the Sioux. The story of how
they changed ownership is a horrifying one.
In 1868, the US and representatives
of several Sioux groups signed the Fort
Laramie Treaty2. This established a large
area of land, including the Black Hills,
as part of “the Great Sioux Reservation”.
The treaty guaranteed that the area was
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for the “absolute and undisturbed use of
the Indians” and that no one else would be
allowed to cross their land, or live on it.

The Freedom to Hunt

The land covered by the treaty was only
a small part of the Sioux territory, and it did
not include the main bison-hunting lands.
However, the treaty said that the tribes
would be given free access to the area to
the north and west of the Black Hills as
hunting grounds, as long as there were
bison to hunt. The Sioux understood this as
a metaphor for “forever”. There were tens
of millions of bison: how could they ever
disappear? The Sioux did not know that
the Americans were planning to wipe out3
the bison herds completely.
In the same year, the general who signed
the treaty wrote, “I think it would be wise
to invite all the sportsmen of England and
America there this fall, and make one grand
sweep (= big finish) of them all.” The US
encouraged white hunters to kill vast
numbers of bison. Shooting from a train,
a single man with a hunting rifle4 could

kill 250 bison in a day. The goal was to kill
all the bison so that the Native Americans
would be unable to hunt. The hunters took
only the skins and tongues, and made huge
mountains of the skulls.

Huge mountains were made of the skulls of
the killed bison.

THE RUSHMORE MONUMENT

A historian named Doane Robinson
had the original idea of carving figures
into the rocks of the Black Hills in
South Dakota as a tourist attraction.
The sculptor he asked to help, Gutzon
Borglum, chose the four presidents to
represent the birth and growth of the US.
Carving the four heads took 14 years
and needed the work of over 400 men.
Ninety per cent of the work was done
using dynamite. The carving was
originally meant to include the upper
part of the bodies of the presidents
as well, but the money ran out so only
the faces were completed. Each face is
60 feet (18 metres) high.

Gold and Blood

As the numbers of bison grew fewer, the Sioux
learned that under the terms5 of their treaty,
they were no longer permitted to leave
the reservation to hunt. Since they were
not farmers, and the hunting was poor on
the reservation, they began to starve. The US
army protected the white bison hunters
who continued the killing – and at the same
time punished any Indian who dared to
leave the reservation in search of food.
In 1874, rumours began that there
was gold under the Black Hills. The US
general Custer led a small military force
into the territory in search of gold, and
gold‑diggers poured into the area to
take land for themselves. All this was
clearly breaking the treaty. Unfortunately
for the Sioux, only the US could punish
white people for breaking the treaty, and
the government did nothing. The desperate
Sioux fought to defend their last remaining
land – and the US claimed this meant that
they had broken the treaty.

Winning Battles
to Lose the War

In the war that followed, the Sioux
won battle after battle, most famously
the Battle of Little Big Horn, where Custer
himself was killed. They still lost the war.

George Washington (1789–1797)
led the revolution against
the British and was the first
president.

Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826)
wrote the Declaration of Independence
and signed the Louisiana Purchase
(= buying a huge part of the land from
France, which doubled the size of
the country).

Theodore Roosevelt (1858–1919)
helped the great economic growth of
the US in the 20th century.

Abraham Lincoln (1809–1865)
led the country through the Civil War
and helped to preserve its unity.

They were trapped in a relatively small
territory with poor hunting and they could
survive only with food from outside. In
1876, the US government passed a law that
became known as “Sell or Starve”: they
cut off all food supplies to the Sioux until
the rebels agreed to end the fighting and
sell the Black Hills to the US government.
The four presidents on Mount Rushmore
were carved between 1927 and 1941.
The men themselves are heroes to most
Americans, but none had clean hands
when it came to the Native Americans.
Washington sent armies into Iroquois
country that resulted in 40 burned towns,
earning him the name Conotocaurius,
meaning “town destroyer”. Thomas
Jefferson believed that any Native
Americans unwilling to adapt to the white
man’s civilisation should be either killed or
driven from their lands. Lincoln oversaw6
several massacres of Native Americans as
well as the forced removal7 of Navajo from
their homelands, which led to more than

2,000 deaths. And Roosevelt famously said,
“I don’t go so far as to think that the only
good Indians are the dead Indians, but
I believe nine out of every ten are.” It’s no
wonder that many Sioux would be happy
to see the Mount Rushmore monument
destroyed.

VOCABULARY
1
2
3
4

sacred [ˈseɪkrɪd] – posvätný
treaty [ ˈtriːti] – dohoda
to wipe out [ waɪp] – vyhubiť, vyhladiť
rifle [ˈraɪfl] – puška

Blood Money

Was the taking of the Black Hills illegal?
The Sioux nation first brought their case
to the court in 1926. It took decades, but
the Supreme Court finally agreed that
the US had broken the treaty. The Court
decided that the Sioux should be paid
the fair value of the land plus interest8 –
currently about $1.5 billion. The Sioux
nation, however, has refused to accept
the money. They don’t want cash, which
they see as blood money: they want their
sacred lands back. Although various US
governments have admitted that the taking
of the land was a terrible wrong, none has
agreed to return it.
5 terms [tɜːmz] – podmienky
6 to oversee sth [ ˌəʊvəˈsiː] – dozerať na niečo
7 forced removal [fɔːst rɪˈmuːvl] – nutený odsun,
vysťahovanie
8 interest [ ˈɪntrəst] – úroky
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EXAM ESSENTIALS PRACTICE TESTS

Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
READING AND USE OF ENGLISH
This is an extract from Cambridge English:
Advanced (CAE) test. The complete test contains
eight parts of Reading and Use of English, four
parts of Listening and also Writing and Speaking.

PART 1
For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C
or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example:
0 A rises B strikes
0

A

B

C

C arrives

D hits

D

Mountain rescue in Scotland
Last year, over 200 climbers were rescued from the mountains of
Scotland by local teams, who go out in all weathers whenever disaster

PART 2

energy freely and, on (1) _____ , putting themselves in danger. They will

For questions 9–16, read the text below and think of the word which
best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example
at the beginning (0).

risk life and (2) _____ in an emergency when they are (3) _____ on to

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

rescue foolhardy or unlucky climbers. A whole (4) _____ of things can go

Example:

(0) _____ . Many of these people are volunteers, giving their time and

wrong up in the mountains, from sudden, violent storms with virtually

0

A S

zero visibility to unforeseen accidents, and many walkers and climbers
owe a huge (5) _____ of gratitude to the rescue teams!
While rescue teams often work for little or no pay, there are still
considerable costs (6) _____ in maintaining an efficient service.
Equipment such as ropes and stretchers is of (7) _____ importance,
as are vehicles and radio communications devices. Although some
of the costs are borne by the government, the rescue teams couldn’t
operate without (8) _____ from the public. Fortunately, these tend to be
very generous.

The ubiquitous shopping mall
It started, (0) __________ many modern trends have, in the United
States, but it has now spread to many parts of the world. Many towns
and cities no (9) __________ have a genuine centre. Instead, a shopping
mall somewhere on the outskirts serves some of the functions of
an urban centre. Here, shops and banks are all crowded together,
(10) __________ , especially for those who use a car, is very convenient.
After (11) __________ parked in the basement car park, people can do all
their shopping inside the mall, and then load up the car and drive home.

1 A situation

B event

C moment

D occasion

2 A limb

B blood

C bone

D flesh

3 A pulled

B called

C summoned

D required

4 A scope

B extent

C host

D scale

number of shopping malls springing up in and around our cities?

5 A recognition

B liability

C debt

D claim

(15) __________ of the main reasons is that when most shops are

6 A implied

B involved

C featured

D connected

7 A lively

B main

C essential

D vital

8 A grants

B allowances

C donations

D aids
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(12) __________ is no need even to go outside, so it doesn’t matter what
the weather’s (13) __________ .
So why should anyone possibly object (14) __________ the growing

concentrated in malls, it leaves city and town centres deserted and
lifeless. Another is that malls all tend to look very similar, (16) __________
the result that many towns and cities are losing their individual
characters.

EXAM ESSENTIALS PRACTICE TESTS

Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
READING AND USE OF ENGLISH
PART 5
You are going to read a newspaper article. For questions 31–36, choose the answer (A, B, C or D)
which you think fits best according to the text.

The land under the sea

Underwater maps reveal a hidden history
Ten thousand years ago, as the last ice age
drew to a close, sea levels around the world
were far lower than they are today. Much of
the land under both the North Sea to the east
of Britain and the English Channel which
now separates France and Britain was part
of a huge region of forests and grassy plains,
where herds of horses and reindeer roamed
free and people lived in villages by the lakes
and rivers. Then the climate gradually became
warmer (a phenomenon certainly not confined
to our own age!) and the water trapped in
glaciers and ice caps was released. This
ancient land was submerged in the resulting
deluge and all that remains to tell us that it
was once lush and verdant – and inhabited –
is the occasional stone tool, harpoon or
mammoth tusk brought up from the seabed by
fishing boats.
Now the development of advanced sonar
technology, known as bathymetry, is making
it possible to study this flooded landscape in
extraordinary detail. A special echo sounder
is fixed to the bottom of a survey vessel, and
it makes wide sweeps across the seabed.
While previous technology has only been
able to produce two‑dimensional images,
bathymetry can now deploy computers,
satellite‑positioning equipment and special
software to create accurate and remarkably
detailed maps. For the first time, an ancient
riverbed leaps out of the three-dimensional
image, complete with rocky ledges rising
up from the bottom of the valley. The sites
of pre‑historic settlements can now be
pinpointed, and it is also possible to see in
stunning detail the sunken shipwrecks that
litter this part of the seabed.
According to archaeologist Dr Linda Andrews,
this technological development is of huge
significance. ‘We now have the ability to map
the seabed as accurately as we can map dry
land,’ she says. She is, however, scathing about
the scale of financial support for such projects.
‘We have better images of Mars and Venus than
of two thirds of our own planet! Britain is an
interesting case. It’s been a a maritime nation
for much of its history, and the sea has had such
a massive influence on it, and in view of this,
it’s an absolute scandal that we know so little
about the area just off the country’s shores!’

31 What point is made in the first paragraph
about the area now under the sea?
A The fact that it was populated has
only recently been discovered.
B It was created by the last ice age.
C Ancient man-made objects have
been found there.
D It was flooded, drowning
the inhabitants.
32 How does the new sonar technology
work?
A It has an echo sounder placed on
the seabed.
B It produces two-dimensional images
of the sea floor.
C It makes use of a number of different
devices.
D It bases its calculations on
the location of archaeological sites.

Once bathymetric techniques have identified
sites where people might have built their
homes and villages, such as sheltered bays,
cliffs with caves and the shores of freshwater
lakes, divers can be sent down to investigate
further. Robot submarines can also be used,
and researchers hope they will find stone
tools and wood from houses (which survives
far longer in water than on dry land) as proof
of human activity. The idea shared by many
people in Britain of their country as a natural
island kingdom will be challenged by these
findings: Britain has been inhabited for about
500,000 years, and for much of this time,
it has been linked on and off to continental
Europe. It remains to be seen how far this new
awareness is taken on board, however.
In fact, the use of bathymetry scanners will
not be limited to the study of lost landscapes
and ancient settlements. It will also be vital in
finding shipwrecks. Records show that there
are about 44,000 shipwrecks off the shores
of Britain, but there is good reason to believe
that the real figure is much higher. In addition,
commercial applications are a real possibility.
Aggregates for the construction industry
are becoming increasingly expensive, and
bathymetry scanners can be used to identify
suitable sites for quarrying this material.
However, mapping the seabed will also identify
places where rare plants and shellfish are
living. Government legislation could prevent
digging at such sites, either to extract material
for a profit or to make the water deeper. This
is significant in view of the plans to dredge
parts of the English Channel to provide deeper
waterways for massive container ships.

33 How does Dr Andrews feel about the lack
of accurate maps of the waters around
Britain?
A
B
C
D

outraged
resigned
astonished
amused

34 In the fourth paragraph, the writer
suggests that a better understanding of
the settlements on the seabed may
A inspire more people to take an
interest in archaeology.
B modify the attitudes of the British to
their country’s history.
C provide confirmation about the need
to deal with climate change.
D alter the perception people in other
countries have about Britain.
35 Quarrying is mentioned in the final
paragraph to show that
A there are ways of obtaining funds for
research.
B underwater surveys should be
completed as soon as possible.
C damage to the seabed has not been
recorded accurately so far.
D there are potentially practical
benefits for industry.
36 The use of bathymetry scanners may
help to
A preserve the marine environment.
B promote the clearing of the English
Channel.
C identify new species of plants and
animals.
D obtain approval to look for
shipwrecks.
BRIDGE / April 2021
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EXAM ESSENTIALS PRACTICE TESTS

Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
READING AND USE OF ENGLISH
PART 6
You are going to read extracts from four reviews of a book about the way children are brought up.
For questions 37–40, choose from the reviews A–D.

Kith: The Riddle of the Childscape by Jay Griffiths
Four reviewers comment on Jay Griffiths’ new book.
In this new book, Jay Griffiths draws the familiar but erroneous
conclusion that traditional societies and tribes treat nature and
children better than modern ones. She is no anthropologist, writing
more like a romantic poet about nature and people’s identification with
the place they grow up in. To justify her admiration for tribal practice,
she cites a 2007 UNICEF report that ranked the UK lowest among
21 industrialised countries for the well-being of its children. No analysis
of this finding is provided, however. Instead, a single idea of lost
childhood freedom is dressed up in excessively poetic, at times, absurd
language, and applied to various cultures. According to Griffiths, what
children in Britain and similar countries lack is access to nature and
the freedom to express their true selves in it. The idea of ‘kith’, an
attachment to your ‘home territory’, is an interesting one, but the claims
she makes about children’s development are too often illogical and
unsupportable.
A

In a 2007 UNICEF report, the UK came last among 21
industrialised countries for the well-being of its children. Jay
Griffiths’ question is: why do they feel so unhappy? Her main answer,
passionately and eloquently expressed, is that they are ‘imprisoned’
indoors in front of their TV or computer screens and have lost contact
with their kith – the woods, mountains, rivers, streams and wilds of
their home territory. There’s definitely something in this idea, but
the trouble is that Griffiths pursues it in ways that simply don’t hold up.
Part of the problem is that she regards children as originally innocent
and good, and that these characteristics are suppressed by
the restrictions imposed on them. As parents have known for millennia,
however, children are far more complex than that. She is also guilty of
selective deployment of evidence. That same UNICEF report found that
children in the UK are healthier and safer than ever before, for example.
B

Jay Griffiths is a self-confessed romantic, believing in the innate
purity of children and a need for them to be close to nature,
mystery and risk and be gloriously free. She warns us, however, that
children in the West today are caged indoors and deprived of their ‘kith’,
a natural domain of woodland, play, solitude, animals, adventure and
time to daydream. It’s a fascinating proposition, fluently and vividly
delivered. But this book is also deeply frustrating. Griffiths ignores all
the science that shows that children are, in fact, far from being
the simple innocents of romantic tradition. She also fails to provide
convincing evidence for her assertion that children in Euro-American
cultures are less happy than other children. She refers to a UNESCO
report on children’s well‑being in the UK, Spain and Sweden to support
her argument about the importance of the outdoors. That report,
however, finds that well‑being depends on many factors like time with
family, good relationships with friends, and involvement in creative and
sporting activities, as well as being outdoors.
C

In Euro-American culture, argues Griffiths, infants often lack
closeness with their parents and wider families, which leaves
psychological scars. Simultaneously, older children are controlled,
denied access to natural spaces and pushed through a school system
designed to produce employees but not psychologically rounded
citizens. Parents refuse to let children play outdoors for fear of
over‑hyped risks, and in so doing, deny children access to the outer
worlds of private, unwatched play so vital to their psychological
development. The natural playgrounds of childhood, the fields and
woods, have been lost to most children. The result, as the UNICEF
surveys of well-being that Griffiths’ quotes reveal, is a generation of
children who are unhappy and unfulfilled. Her warning message is made
particularly compelling by the rare vitality and admirable energy in
Griffiths’ writing.
D

Which scientist
has a different opinion from the others about Griffiths’ style of writing?

37

shares reviewer A’s view of the way Griffiths develops her ideas about the treatment of children?

38

expresses a different view from the others about the use Griffiths makes of data gathered internationally about children?

39

has a similar opinion to reviewer B about Griffiths’ depiction of children’s basic nature?

40
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EXAM ESSENTIALS PRACTICE TESTS

Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
LISTENING
PART 1

PART 2

You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1–6, choose
the answer (A, B or C) which fits best according to what you hear. There
are two questions for each extract.

You will hear an astrobiologist talking about her work. For questions
7–14, complete the sentences with a word or a short phrase.

Extract One
You hear part of a radio programme in which a man is being interviewed
about an unusual sport.
1 According to Chris, cheese-rolling takes place
A at only one venue in the world.
B on muddy ground.
C once a year.
2 Which statement best sums up how Chris feels about
cheese‑rolling?

What is Astrobiology?
It could be claimed that the science of astrobiology has no
(7) _________________________________________.
However, astrobiologists are also concerned with how life evolved
(8) _________________________________________.
There are some popular misconceptions about what
(9) _________________________________________might look like.

A It’s too dangerous.

For much of the Earth’s history, single-celled

B It’s worth the risks.

(10) _________________________________________were the only life forms in

C It requires training.

existence.

Extract Two
You hear two students on a business course talking about a book they
are studying.

Multi-cellular life evolved during
the (11) _________________________________________known as
the Cambrian era.

3 Sue found the book worth reading because it included
A case studies of successful enterprises.

Then, about (12) _________________________________________years ago,

B advice on how to negotiate a contract.

human‑like creatures evolved.

C the legal aspects of setting up a company.
4 What criticism of the book do both speakers express?
A Some important information was omitted.

Life on other planets will probably be
(13) _________________________________________life on Earth.

B Some of it was badly organised.

Human beings might not have evolved if

C It used too much jargon.

(14) _________________________________________had not become extinct.

Extract Three
You hear two people talking about yawning.
5 According to the woman, until recently, yawning was thought to
A be simply a sign that we were tired.
B help us breathe more deeply.
C promote alertness.
6 Research suggests that contagious yawning is a way of
A maintaining alertness in a group.
B expressing understanding in a group.
C communicating with each other.
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